
Plug in today with our  
pre-built connectors
We’ve done the hard yards for you 
so that you can easily connect your 
existing system to WiseTime. The process 
is expertly managed by our team.

Our connectors allow you to post your time 
information directly into your client’s billing 
sheet with the click of a button. Once WiseTime is 
connected to your practice management system, all of 
your case references are copied from your system into 
WiseTime. This allows WiseTime to create tags from all of 
your case references and then automatically tag your time 
entries when the case reference is detected. 

Whenever time entries are posted from WiseTime to your system, 
the tags assigned to the entries let WiseTime know where in your 
system to allocate the time information to. This means that at the 
click of a button the time information from your day can be sent to all of 
the right client files in your billing system with a great level of detail and 
accuracy. 

We can also configure WiseTime to contain any internal activity codes that you 
choose to enable you to assign these to your time entries before you post them.

WiseTime Integrations

Build even better relationships with fair, 
transparent billing
Your clients will love the level of detail and transparency 
that you can offer using your WiseTime data, turning 
billing reports into relationship building moments.

Decrease the admin in your processes
With WiseTime data feeding easily into your existing 
billing system you’ll increase accuracy and speed of 
invoicing and decrease admin tasks dramatically.

Easily create meticulously detailed invoices
Providing activity details down to the second would be 
impossible without serious workflow interruptions but 
you can produce this detail effortlessly with WiseTime. 
With WiseTime plugged into your billing system you can 
produce granular billing reports at the click of a button.

WiseTime was designed to 
connect, so we’ve built it to 

ensure that connecting to existing 
systems is simple and fast. 

wisetime.com

TeamConnect 
by Mitratech

AQX  
by Anaqua

PATTSY WAVE® 
by Anaqua

Our current pre-built on-premise connections include

Dynamics 365 Business Central 
by Microsoft
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All information sent from your local computer to 
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Connector, is encrypted through SSL.
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